
Seen on HBO, COMEDY CENTRAL, FOX and a Regular on the nationally-syndicated
BOB AND TOM SHOW (with over 250 appearances). Recently released, Dave
Dugan's new comedy special " HUMAN CANNONBALL " is now featured on Dry Bar
Comedy---the very popular comedy streaming site for CLEAN comedians!
"Clean humor with imaginative angles. A very engaging comedian who is also
extremely quick on his feet!" The Los Angeles Times
Jim and Martha Dugan’s boy- Dave- was born to be a comedian. A one-of-a-kind
delivery accompanied by impeccable timing and imaginative comedy angles has
led DAVE DUGAN down the path to NATIONAL TV APPEARANCES and to RAVE
REVIEWS from corporate event planners.
“Dave made me look good” is a common testimonial heard from planners who
have trusted this highly-sought after comedian to engage their audiences, “and he
is so easy to work with!”
And TV appearances that go beyond multiple appearances on Comedy Central and
HBO? Back when he shaved every two weeks whether he needed it or not, a young
Dave headed to Los Angeles from Indiana and within a few months got his first
break from the legendary DICK CLARK. Clark included the new Californian on one
of his many nighttime music-driven shows on ABC. That led to multiple
appearances on the then ratings-leading ARSENIO HALL SHOW and Dave instantly
became a favorite at the World Famous COMEDY STORE IN HOLLYWOOD, a regular
writer and contributor on the most popular morning radio show in the country
(BOB AND TOM) and can be heard regularly on SIRIUS RADIO. Headlining at
theaters and clubs all over the country, Dugan has made a lasting impression with
his one-of-a-kind dry, everyman style.
It’s the same natural style that led him to comedy in the fir...

Testimonials

Dave Dugan

“Dave was very, very entertaining as our keynote speaker. But first, we had him
improvise as an imposter and he did an amazing job! Using our industry language
made it genuine, real and over the top hilarious! I received accolades that it was
the best sales conference that we’ve ever had and I believe Dave was a big part
of that. We look forward to having Dave return to a future event!” 

- Anthem Blue Cross & Blue Shield.

“Dave Dugan's unique style with clean material, impeccable timing and
imaginative angles win points with the audience!”

- The Los Angeles Times.
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